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, and the delity of a pure logical qubit








. Note that the dynamics E
need not be those against which the code protects.
Now consider concatenated codes [1]. In the concate-
nation of two codes, a qubit is encoded using the outer
code C
out
and then each of the resulting qubits is en-
coded using the inner code C
in
. Though not necessar-
ily optimal, a simple error-correction scheme coherently
corrects each of the inner code blocks, and then corrects
the entire register based on the outer code. We denote





). Given the eective channel G describing C
in
under some dynamics, and a desired C
out
, we now con-
struct
e







be an N -bit code and C
in
be an M -bit code.
We assume that each M -bit block evolves according to
the original dynamics E and no cross-block correlations
are introduced, thus the evolution operator is
e
E = E 

E 
 : : :
 E . Each M -bit block represents a single logical
qubit encoded in C
in
; as the block has dynamics E , this
logical qubit's evolution is described by G. Therefore









 : : :
 G:
Operators on N qubits may be written as sums of ten-



















































































































Thus the matrix elements of
e
G can be expressed as poly-
















of the outer code. For a given outer code C, denote the










More generally, the inner process G can represent any
linear evolution of a logical qubit, and thus we may speak
of concatenating a qubit process with a code. E.g., if




the eective dynamics of encoding by C with the un-
correlated dynamics G acting on each register bit. This
method only requires that the outer code's logical qubits




























We may characterize both the nite and asymptotic
behavior of any concatenation scheme involving the codes
fC
k





































to be suÆciently well-behaved that standard












We now consider certain concatenation schemes when
the symmetric depolarizing channel [1] acts on each reg-
ister qubit. This channel is described by G
dep
(t) diagonal






). From trace preservation
G
II
is always 1, so let [x; y; z] denote G diagonal with en-









Suppose more generally we are given a qubit process
described by G = [x; y; z], and wish to concatenate this
process with the bitip (bf) code. Using (7) and the cod-
































((8) could also be found by using the Heisenberg picture




















































(p) the -weight of a Pauli operator p (e.g.
w
X
(XY X) = 2) and f
i
as previously dened.)








, which is the Shor nine-bit











































































Now consider the Shor code concatenated with itself
















(t) approach step functions in the limit
` ! 1 (e.g., see Fig. 1); denote these step functions'
times of discontinuity by t
?

. Thus in the innite con-
catenation limit, the code will perfectly protect the hi








We calculate the t
?

by nding the `!1 limit of e
`
(t).




(x; y; z); Q
3
(z)], the map z 7!
Q
3
(z) has stable xed points at 0 and 1 and one unstable
xed point z
?





 0:730. The plots of ez
`






, and the step function limit follows from the










similar features with x
?














We may also phrase the thresholds in the language
of nitely probable errors. The expected evolution of a























concatenation under the depolarizing













0.1050 0.3151 0.1618 0.2150 0.1383 0.2027
p
th
0.0748 0.1121 0.0969 0.1376
TABLE I: Code storage thresholds.
qubit subjected to a random Pauli error with probability










is described by G
Pauli



















(t), in the innite concatena-
tion limitwith G
Pauli
(p) acting on each register qubit, the
logical qubit's hi component will be perfectly protected
















g; for p < p
th
, all encoded qubits






appear in Table I.
For comparison, we derived thresholds for three other













































(t) approach a limit cycle of period 2, interchanging
















seven-bit code [1] may be treated similarly to the Shor
code, and the symmetries of the Five-Bit code [1] lead to
a simple analysis. Results are summarized in Table I.
We now return to the Shor code under the depolariz-
ing channel, and consider the nite concatenations de-















positive integers and the b
i
ratio-






Explicit calculation of the e
`
has several disadvantages.
First, the number of terms in these series grows approx-
imately as 9
`
(see Table II(a)). Though not nearly as
severe as for the number of elements in the full-system













0 (1) 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 (9) 2 3 4 2 2 3
2 (81) 13 33 37 4 4 5
3 (729) 118 339 352 5 5 6
4 (6561) 1081 3201 3241 7 7 9
(a) (b)
TABLE II: (a) Terms in exact series for e
`
(t). (b) Order of






), this growth is still too rapid to be
practical. Only a small portion of the terms in these se-
ries have jb
i
j < 1, thus one cannot meaningfully truncate
the series without introducing signicant error.







for 65 of the 352 terms in ez
3
, and double-






eÆciently generate plots of the e
`










] for all de-
sired times t. However, this leaves us without a dynamic
model for the evolution of 
f
(t).
Given G(t) = [ex(t); ey(t); ez(t)], for each e(t) we will
seek a square matrix A























) is an order n realization of e(t).
(These methods may be generalized to non-diagonal G(t)
by seeking matrices A, B and C of sizes n  n, n  4












, we can exactly realize e(t) by choos-
ing A










= (1; 1; : : : ; 1). If the a
i
are distinct and the b
i
non-zero, this realization is minimal : there is no lower-
order exact realization of e(t).
To nd approximate lower-order realizations we use the
model reduction technique of balanced truncation [3, 4].
Consider a system with time-varying input u(t) 2 R,
state x(t) 2 R
n
, dynamics _x = Ax + Bu, and output
y(t) = Cx 2 R; if u = Æ(t), y = Ce
At
B for t > 0. Note




) leaves the map
































]), may yield a radically dierent map 	.
However, we may numerically construct a balancing
transformation T such that in the balanced system, a
non-negative real Hankel Singular Value (HSV) h
i
is as-
sociated with each dimension of the state-space R
n
. Re-
moving all dimensions with h
i
= 0 yields a minimal real-
ization; further truncating dimensions with small HSVs
introduces a small error in 	 which, in an appropriate
norm, is bounded by the sum of the truncated HSVs [7].
Writing the series for e(t) as minimal realizations, we
can balance and calculate their HSVs. In Fig. 2 we see
the HSVs for ez(t) after each level of bitip and phaseip

















FIG. 2: Largest HSVs for exact realization of ez(t) at levels of
3-qubit concatenation (17 smaller values for Shor
2
not shown).






















FIG. 3: Exact ez
2
(t), and approximations that result from
balanced truncation. The order 4 approximation is only dis-
tinguishable from the exact function on the inset.
concatenation up to pf(bf(pf(bf))) = Shor
2
. Note that
the number of non-zero HSVs grows rapidly at each level
of concatenation, but the number of HSVs above any
h
min
grows slowly. (ex(t) and ey(t) give similar results.)
Consider ez
2
(t), with minimal realization of order 37:
the rst ve HSVs are (2:5  10
 1










cating all but the four most signicant dimensions yields
an approximation almost indistinguishable from the ex-
act ez
2
(t); truncating further to realizations of order 3 and
2 only mildly degrades the approximation (see Fig. 3).















FIG. 4: Approximation error for ez
`
(t) generated by iterative
reduction with h
min
= (4  10
 5
)=.
Given realizations for the e(t), we may construct real-


















tion f(t)g(t) is realized by (A
f



































. For a scalar , the function






). Composing these op-
erations allows any polynomial of the e(t) to be realized,




For ` > 2 it is impractical to construct the exact
e
`
(t) and then apply balanced truncation. Instead, we
build approximate realizations for the e
`
(t) using an it-











to these realizations; after each concatenation, balance





= (4  10
 5
)= yields realizations with
orders shown in Table II(b). Comparing to Table II(a),
we see the resulting order reduction is dramatic.
Fig. 4 shows the dierences between the exact ez
`
(t)
and the results of the iterative reduction method. Re-




(t) are similar. Up
to eight 3-qubit concatenations, the worst errors je
`
(t)j
are only  310
 3
. Note that the errors appear to have
characteristic frequencies; the error is analogous to the
ringing in frequency-limited approximations of step func-
tions. To good accuracy the mutual intersection points of
the ex
`
(t) and of the ez
`
(t) are preserved; this is expected
as the concatenation polynomials are unchanged.
These results suggest balanced truncation is a powerful
approximation tool in quantum settings. Future work
will further investigate the iterative reduction method,
and attempt to nd bounds on the approximation errors.
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